The intent of the information contained within this document is to assist the candidate with taking the Council of Interstate Testing Agencies Inc., (CITA/ADEX) licensure examination.

School Address: Medical Sciences Campus ("Recinto de Ciencias Medicas")
Medical Center Premises ("Terrenos de Centro Medico")
School of Dental Medicine First Floor Office A-163
Rio Piedras, PR 00935
Main Phone: (787) 758-2525 Ext. 1113, 1219

All candidates will be required to furnish their own instruments (as specified by CITA), burs, cassettes, handpieces, uv lights, loops, and self-contained ultra sonic scalars. The School will provide all other necessary supplies. All instruments for the patient based examination must be sterilized. If you would like to make arrangements to have your instruments sterilized at the University of Puerto Rico School of Dentistry in San Juan, PR, you may contact Dr. Aileen M. Torres at (787) 758-2525 Ext. 1113, 1219. All instruments to be sterilized at University of Puerto Rico School of Dentistry will need to be turned in to the sterilization department on the First floor of the School of Dentistry no later than 2pm the day before the scheduled examination. It is highly recommended to bring your own lunch since time is very limited in between exams. Radiographs must be printed for this exam location per the exam manual.

CITA will provide a CITA typodont to each candidate taking a part of the manikin exam. The manikin exam will take place in the UPR sim lab. A light sweater will be handy since the basement is very cold.

Directions, Parking & Map

Instruct your cab driver to take you to the School of Medicine’s Main Building at the Medical Sciences Campus ("Recinto de Ciencias Medicas") at the Medical Center premises ("Terrenos de Centro Medico") located at ‘Barrio Monacillos‘. He will drop you off at the building’s curbside location on the first floor (School of Dental Medicine). Go to Office A-163 for assistance.

If you are driving your own car, you must call Dr. Aileen M. Torres at the above phone number to register for parking and follow the next instructions. Take Las Americas Expressway South (Road 18). Get off at Exit 3 Right (Americo Miranda’s Avenue). Stop at the red light and continue straight. Turn right in front of the Adult University Hospital (“Hospital Universitario de Adultos”). Turn left at the second parking entrance. Identify yourself to the officer and you will be allowed to enter to the Faculty’s Main Parking Building. Once inside, you must register at the building’s entrance with the officer. For the Patient-Based Examination, go directly to the First Floor Office A-163. For the Manikin-Based Examination, take the elevator to the basement. Once out of the elevator, turn left. At the end of the hall turn left again. Then, turn two rights and continue. At the end of the hall to the left you will find the Simulator’s laboratory room (Room BB-48).
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